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DRUOS AND TIIE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM

)

4"4, THURSDAY, DE%,MBER 6, 1984'

U.S. SENATE,
uncommirrF.E ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE

OF TnE-COMMITME ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCTS,
M

The subcommittee met at V:55 a.m., in commission chambers,
Miami City Pall, 3500 Pan American. Drive, Cocornit Grow, FL,
Senator Paula Hawkins (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding..

Present: Senator Hawkins. ir
011;NING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HAWKINS.

Senator IlAwritis: Good Morning.
The purpose.of this hearing 'is to examine how the drug-addicted

or drug-troubled juvenile offender is treated within-the-Florida ju-
venile justice systvu.

Over IW years, 'Florida has set up an elaborate evaluation
system, designed to see that troubled childrenchild4n who have-.
a run-in with the law and who may. hale additional alcohol, drug
abuse, mental health, or other problems--1-get help.

We want to Seeland Florida over the years- has tried to see,
that they are sent to a center or a home where they can work out ,.
their problems. . .

.. , .

The Federal Government gives this State a lot of- motley to run
b these prograins*. Over $24 million this year ame,from .the Federal

Government, earmarked for alcohol, drug Arise, and ment,a1 health
programs. I' have a responsibility to watch. very, very closely to
make sure that money is spent where it is needed, andthis hearing.
ifi design*I to do just that.. . i

The- Amirictin taxpayers have entrusted Florida with this money
and have a right to know how well it is- being sp6nt, where it is
being spent, are programs doing what they pre.detsigned to do, and
at`e they serving the children they are supposed to serve?-

As the system is designed here in Florida, a juvenileoffender is
taken in and evaluated by the State before,sentencing. The

in decidingjudge. There are 17 types o

evalua-
tor then draws a proposed trItment plan which is preseTted to the

.--

where a juvenile offender will be sent, from outpatient community -
mental health centers, to halfway hfuses, to wilderness -survival
camps, to short-term adolescent' rehabilitation treatment, which is
called START, to a short-term offender program,. which is called
STOP, and...right on up to the State training' schools. The State ..
trainik school is the juvenile prison.. We want the* public to under-
stand that the State training school is the juvenile prison.

(1) t,
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The -questionithat we are addressing today is: Are children ,vitli
both drug problems zinc! problems with V., law getting the help
needed to return them to a healthy, active r participation in society,
or, its has been .charged, are thousands of children.boing.sent aNVity
to rot in juvenile prisons wi.-th no treatnliiit, -all because some
poorly traMed, overworked evaluator, w to did not have the timo-or
(lid nyt knimi enough to ask the right I inds of questions, failed to
d6terrnine dial the child had 11 drug or alcohol problem ttnd report
it (oly, judge) ',1., .

Itris thy onsenytis among the treatment community that there is
an ironic.catch 22, which', is very dangerous, and which ()cc:111-s tit
the Vitale tritiiing school level. ,-,

The attitud?41,here seems to be: Addicts go to treatment, and
criminals go to jail. If the kid is at,our doorstep, he cannot have a
drug problem 1*-cause, if he did, he w.ould not be at our doorstep,
and since 1w dasnbt have a drug problem he does not need any
help. \. ,

It is pretty confusing-, but the bottom line is this: A juvenile of-
fender has one chance to prove that he has a drug or alcohol 1)1.01)-
1(.111 and is in need "of help, and that is during the too often unreqi--.
able (valuation preicedure. ..

I am not saying that the criminals should go free mid that they
. . are all a hunch of little darlings over'in Okeechobee, but you have

to consider that there have been estimates that as many as 8(Y.per-
cent of the youth in Florida's State and juvenile prisons ought. to
he some place else_

Thousimds of kids are put in a pltice where, rather than learning

-/,)

about themselves and how to cope with their substance abuse prob-
- lent's, rather than getting straight and studying for their high

equivalency diploma, are instead shut away in what they
cull "the hope" where the'only lessons they learn are how to steal,

i how to fight: how to.piinp and how to run.
,

.. "Another jmportant. question for the,citizens of Florida to consider
is, when we arc talking about children with drug problems, are
there drugs in the prisons?

Listen to tkiit; testimony given before my subcommittee in May of
this year, 1984. The speaker was Richard Lane, who is now the di-
rects-if of a drug treatment center in Baltimae.

I ettait, out of priso)i addicted. I hid about a-yearlong run *here I had the daily
use orheroin in prison Narcotic drugs are available in prison, just like they are on

IA street just maybe not as much and not us frequent. They make weapons in
pi son Tim., aro robberies in prison There is prostitution in prison. 'Everything
that goes on outside the prisoegoes on ins* the prison. It is a city within a city.
You have deniers in prison competing Oith one another, just like you do on the
st rept

That picture is tragic. Even more so is the testimony we will
hear today, which indicates that much of the same behavior is
going- on in the juvenile facilities of the State of Florida.

Problems are not eliminated merely by throwing money at them.
In fact,- there is a question of whether the money spent so far has
helped. Most of the problems are in streamlining, setting Oriorities.

Thereilre some definite areas that can be improved, and we hope
Allis hearing today will help by pointing out where help is needed
the most.

6
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The th-si panel is seated down here patiently in front of mil. We
will have three intends today. The, first panel is made up of mem-
bers of t he t rent ineni,community.

We have with u<-2,'1s4r. Mark Fontaine, who is the training director.
at the Florida Alc_ohol and Drug Abuse Association, whiCILii the
association of Florida treatsipent centters. We also have Mt. Frauk
Nelson. of the Alcohol 'and )/rug Abuse Department) of' IIRS, aiid he
will );ivy 44 an idea of how the State is spending the money thin. it
receives.

We also have Mr. Richard harrington, who was with me yester-
day, and Who is the administrator of the Metro-Dade Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Plac'ement Program. His office is responsible for seeing
that Dade County's youthful offenders receive the proper _treat-
ment.

Finally, we have my good friend, Shirley Coletti, who we two
.hats. She iy president of the National Federation of Parents for
Drug-Free Youth, and she is also the-director of a marvelous pro-
gram called Operation PAR, of Clearwater, which I visited yester-
day. Operation PAR is a drug abusq prevention and. treatment fa-
cility with some of the Nation's most prqm-essive and'effeCtive pro-
grams.

We are here to learn from thris professional panel and, Mr. Fon-
taine, I understand that you have 'a problem with having to leave
early. so we would like to 'ask you to-give your statement at this
time, after which I will have a Muffle of' questions for you.

STATENIENT OF MARK FONTAINE, TRAmliNc nnuirrolt, FLORI-
DA AL(701101. & DRUG ABUSE ASSOCIATION: FRANK NELSON.
PROGRAM SUPERVISOR, IIRS .AL(701101 DRUG ABUSE ANI)
NIENTAL HEALTH OFFI(7E; SIIIRLFY COLETTI, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR, OVERATION PAR, SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION,
EnucivrioN AND TREATMENT PROGRAMS: AND RB7IIARD IIAR-
RINICION. ADMINISTRATOR, METRO-DADE4. ALCOHOL ANI)
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM

Mr, FoNTAIN . Thank you Senator,Flawkins.
My name is Mark Fontaine, and, I am here today representing

the Florida Alcohol ii,pd Drug Abuse Association.
The Florida Alcohol and Drug Abuse Association is a rminprofit

membership organization, representing more (than 60 drug abuse
and alcohol prevention and tirentment agencies throughout Florida.
Our membership includes both publicly hinded agencies, as well as
proprietary programs.

The Florida Alcohol and Drug Abuse Association is actively in-
volvtd in advocacy efforts relevant to the problems of alcohol and
drug abuse. Tbes-sk efforts are primarily at the State level, with the
Florida LegislaltA, as well as with numerous State agencies..

Our Organization also works closely with the many cot corned
parent groups in Florida, and we are proud of the fact tha 'lorida
has played a leadership role in the development of thes groups.

As a representative of alcohol and, drug abuse prevention and
treatment agencies, I appreciate the opportunity to participate in
this hearing on what is a critical topic, the, treatment of juveniles

7



with substance abuse problems ,by the Florida juvenile justice
system.

several,.ye,ars, the Florida Alcohol and Drug Abuse Aswcia
tion has expressed concern that, lit -tile State level and within th

,existing juvenile service .system, ver) little has J)oen done to pr
vide a systemartc apprOach to dealing with juvenile offenderswi

, substance abuse problerns. I, would _like\you to consider the folly,
ing facts:

A Florida Legislature oversight report of the Department
of eorreerons' Youthful Offender Program indicated that 5,000 of
approximatelt 8,000 male youthful offendersor 63 percent, had-a
significant substance abuse problem.

Although this same document identified a need for.treatrinent re-
sources within the Youthful Offender Program, to -my knowledge
nothing has been done..

Although we -are not aware of data available on the extent of
substance abuse pAlor blems ,within the State's juvenile training
schools, in my. opinion it would be safc to assume that there is an
equally significant problem within this population.
_ Just as there has been no attempt to systematically assess the
extent of alcohol and drug abuse problems within the State's train-
ing schools, likewise there are minimal or no treatment services in
the training schools specifically to address alcohol and drug abuse
problems. In fact, within the Department of Health and Rehabilita-
tive Services' Children, Youth and FamilieS Program 'office, which
deals with thousands of Florida's youth, including those in training
schvols, almost no mention is made or attention given to the proh-
lennof alcoho) or drug abuse.

At the local level, most communities in Florida do their best
within extremely limited resources to divert juvenile offenders into
local community treatment programs. In some communities, treat-
ment alternatives to street crime, or TASCprograms,. assist the
courts in identifying juvenile offenders with an alcohol or drug
problem. When appropriate, tITse individuals are diverted into
treatment as an alternative to traditional processing.
'The lack of adequate and appropriate treatment services for ado-

lescents is another problem that exists across the State. Reductions
in Federal block grant funds, coupled with insufficient State re-
sources, have forced many communities to provide3just basic treat-
ment services, with no capability to develop specialized programs,
such ors. those needed for adolescents.

It should be noted that treatment programs For adolescents are
more expensive, than other programs, as services must be provided
to the family as well. As a result, in many communities the only
treatment services available for adolescents are in the same pro-
grams which treat the adult population.

All of these issues are compounded by the fact that there is inad-
equate training on adolescent drug and alcohol use for all of the
providers .within the juvenile justice system. These providers in-
clude judges and other court personnel, detention, center staff,
intake workers, counselors, teachers and guards at the training
schools, juvenile probation officers and others who work within
t Wit system.

8
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It is a more preventive modeschdol teitchers, guidan counsel--
ors, ministers ,and parents who deal with youth who are lot. ade-

-,quately trained to recognize the symptoms of adolescent alcohol
a,nd drug abuse. If lidecaniely trainoil_these individuals have the
_hest, opportunity to surface- problems with youth Tong before the
child becomes involved with the juvenile justice system-

The sit uation is not -totally bleak. In the last 2 years, a small
number of programs specifically for adolescents with alcbhol mid
drug abuse problems. have been funded by the State, and it is Our
understanding that more are planned.

At least one of the training schools is investigating ways to pro-
vide alcohol and drug abuse education and treatment. services to its
populace. In addi%ion, the Florida commission on drug and alcohol
concerns, established several months ago by Governor Graham,
gives us new hope that. these problems will be addressed.

In summary, there does exist in Florida the need for specialized
treatment services for juveniles with alcohol and drug problems,
both in local communities within the juvenile justice system and
within State institutions. The Florida Alcohol and Drug Abuse As-
sociation would recommend the following suggestions to help allevi-
ate this problem. The Federal Government should, provide, leader- /,
ship and resources to assist with this problem. f -Second, the State should develop a systbm which provides data
regarding the number of juveniles with ah alcohol and/or drug
problem; who are involved in the juvenile justice system and who
are detained within Stare-operated institutions.

The State should develop; appropriate alcohol and drug abuse
services for those within .St40-operated institutions, utilizing com-
munity-based programs whenever possible. The State should pro-.
vide greater leadership to ensure that adequate assessment and
treatment services for juveniles With an'alcohol and/or drug prob-
lem are available in Till communities throughout. Florida.

Court diversiOn programs, such as TASC, which assists the courts
in identifying offenders with an alcohol or drug problem should be
expanded to provide more services for juveniles. All juvenile justice
system employeesincluding judges and Other court personnel, de-
tention workers, institutional counselors and staff, probation offi-
cers, intake' workers Sand ot hersneed to be trained ih basic phar-
macology, how to recognize symptoms of alcohol and drug abuse,
and techniques for making appropriate treatment referrals.

Finally, teachers, counselors, school resource 'officers, parents
and others dealing with youth need to be taught skills in assisting
youth to develop positive lifestyles, minus the use 'of 'alcohol and

-drugs. They also need to qcquire knowledge in basic pharmacology,
how to recognize symptoms of alcohol and drug abuse, and tech-
niques for making appropriate treatment referrals.

That concludes my remarks and I will be happy to take any
questions. .

Senator HAwkiNs. We appreciate your testimony, Mr. Fontaine.
You listed several things that you thought the Federal Govern-

ment could do to help the State te figure out .how to improve 'what
has apparently been a very .bad situdtion for a very long time; it is

is not something that happened.in 1984. We can go back and we have.
a long-history here of nobody knowing- what to do.

9
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-Many of the. prople that I have talked t14----wlipn the parent finds
out that tht ci ild is.o'n drugs, they call the doctoi` -and the doctor
knows nothing about it, ernd Ahoy ,call their minister and everyone
they can and they find out that, really, nlody knows very much
about 4t.

I was on the drug abuse task force in 1966, which is almost 40
yearS ago, in Orange County, in Orlando, where we Were working
on solutions to this problem. At that time., if anybody's children
were on drugs we whispered it to someone else and it really~ was
not a big item on anybody's ticket.

I feel that part of the problem is that children do not vote, chil-
dren have no constituency, and therefore if the parents do not
want to tialk about it and get organized the children aretlost. We
have seen some change in parental-behavior lately, but we are still
way far behind, and the -parents have a great responsibility here. I
do not want to lay any more guilt on the parents.

Some parents are so guilt ridden that it is just awful. The com-
munity, in my opinioh, should proyide this service. Why has Flori-
da never had, a juvenile drug rehabilitation program separate from
the adult program. Do you know?

Mr. FONTAINE. As I understand it, the issue has.been wher2 the
programs were set up years ago, when we were getting the money
from the National Institute on Drug Abuse to set up the programs,
triay were set up, and basically what. we have been doing over the
last several year's is maintaining those services., all of which were
needed services, but most of the programs around the State are
filled to the brim right now, and we even have wliiting lists, so ba-
sically whist we are doing is maintaining services that are needed,
and we have. this Whole other population, and some communities
have services and others, like Miami, do not, and there is no money
for setting up specialized services for that population without
taking away from some of the other services that are existing and
needed. o

I am sure that. Richard will address that.
Senator 1-IrohoNs. Yes, and I would like you to consider the pos-

sibility of following Pinellas County's exemple, where way back in
the fifties, early on They set up /their- juvenile welfare board,
which has a taxing authority with revenue .roing just to the chil-
dren.

Every time I want a model .program, I calf 41h-t. Petersburg and
see what they have over there, which baffle4.1n3r colleagues, be-
cduse they have an idea that over in Saint Petersburg everybody is
sitting on a- park bench feeding the pigeons. Theyare the proto-
type, m); far as I am concerned, and Florida±particularly Dade
Countyshould do something like that. .

Mr. FONTAINE. I Would have a hard time answering that. I think
tkiae counties are already, talking about the needs for the services,
Inaa we can see thatwh4ftire State will announce the grant for a. .

juvenile treatment programwe -will get many, many proposals
from many, many communities, saying "We need that service, we
need that service," whether the counties are actually willing to
turn around and create taxing authorities like the juvenile welfare
board, which has been very successfulI am not sure that the
people from the respective communities will accept that.

Ob.
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Senator HAWKINS. Look how 113it we slapped a *tax on gas and
how fast we will put a bed tax on. he hotels, and tlien earmarkall
of that money to go to the convention center. .

i
That seems to be the priority in order to continue to lure the

tourists, and we continue to provide super-excellent roads, high-
speed roads that they can drive on at 55 miles .410 hour, kit we
have overlooked, in my mind, the next generation who will be the
leaders and who will make these dvcisions.

When we see the igh percentage of all of the juveniles who are
arrested have a drug iroblemthat's v,(4-y troubling.

6 The kids know that more drugs are !twailable on the streets M
Florida than there were where they lived. before, even though the
drug outbreak is nationwide. . ..)

As chairman, I go to all-of the States, and I must say that the

st,
people are very placid who live in Ndrth Dakota lil we go there
and have a hearing and show them that tIOey !lave a real breakout.
of drugs and ap abuse probleni that is staggering, but no one had
ever pinpointed it and now we are. But it seems to me that it is
incumbent upon a professional such as 3Yourself-to make this plea
and to work with the Metro-Dade community to explore that possi-
bility, if nothing else. : /

I am willing; to go to bat to try to get money tb build a center, in
Dade County. I am trying to do that right now. But at. the same
time wr are in 0 budget crunch and we would like to see sonic
money put 'in by the laical community, which has the host to gain.

I know that yo are not sy(Tosed to lobby or politic, but I think
it is really unbentmbents...Japon the citizens of Dade County,. thenk-

k
se:IveS, to start recognizing that tie prioritV should be the children.

can etisily get Federal, Money. It is not hard to get money for a
.. Trull, but then you have to learn to wean ,yourselves off of that

and get gokg on your own.
fa I think no one in the world can absorb the problems we have in

Dade County in the 1980's. I do not know of any other city that
could have withsttbd what. happened liege, and we are still reeling
from some of the impact. But we are here and we are making
progress and it seems to me that some focus needs to be made upon
the citizens of this community, saying it is my -responsibility, I
want safe §treets, and I -want to have my child educated.

We are pouring millions and millions of dollars into the educa-
t ion system, "but a kid on drugs cannot-learn. He cannot. rernbmber.
So I think. some of that money shoidd be spent on rehabilitating
the kids so that they. do not take drdgs any. more, and then maybe
they can sttwly and learn- to be really law-abiding citizens and to
help others. )

The best drkecounselors I know are those who have kicked the
liabit, and then they can show the kinds:-"I have been successful, I
have done thi: nd that, and you can do it, too."Aft.. We have a g it group of volunteers in Dade County, as you
know, and in the State, but atthe same time I think we mhybe
should make a plea to Metro-Dade for some help in this.

I think you are on the sick' of thot.Afingels, so far as 1 am con-
cerned, so I would be glad to work with you in this plea, and then I
can do whatever is necessary in Washing-ton to see that you.get the
money.

11.
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Do you have anv idea- or why there is no training in, the training
schools and why there is no habilitation in the rehabilitation cen-
t e rs?

Mr_ FONTAINE_ I see it as just a priority within that \institntion,
or within the probation departments It simplly conies down to that
becoming fb- priority over something else, and I 'have not seed that

%
gioas a priori Ty. .

I did,gel requests from sat It.ast.one of the training Kchools, where
the teachers have been doing something. Okeechobee has requested,
th4t we 'help theni ;iolc into setting up a program at their training
school,- but that was the first time that we heard of this taking
place.

I was ikjuVenite probation officer- ears ago, and in the time that
I worked at juvenile probation we 1 ver had any training in alco-
hol or drugaabuse, arrd I saw people 'very day having to be making
those ,determinations, and they did not have t7W skills or knowl-
edge or information to be doing that, and I have not seen that
'lunge much in the'8 years since I was doing that. .

Senator IlAwKiNs. You( also said that the judges need some train-inr.
Mr. FONTAINE_ Everybody needs training.. You can go right on

down the list, But the judges are the ones who mak-e the determina-
tion as to whether they go t.o the training school or whether they
1.Toto an alternative program.

To be able to utilize the information that is collectedif a good
evaluation is madeand to be able to say it really does appear that
this person does have a drug or alcohol problem, and we need to
treat that. problem and create an alternative to give them that op-, portunity first, rather than sending them off to a training school,
that is the kind of thing we are looking to the judiciary, to the
judges to do.

Senator HAwkiils. As a professional, you would recommend not
putting the juveniles'in with the adults, would you not?

Mr. FoNTAINE. As a professional, I would say that Dade County
trerds residential and otlikr juvenile services. And I think that, ad
you were saying earlier, Cre need to look into creative ways of es-
tfblishing those services that are needed, and I think -we all have
tb explore wq o ying to create those services for this communi-
ty. 4,..

Senator 1 WKINS. Right now a judge has no recourse, if he de.
4eides to set nce a juvenile offender to a drug rehabilitation
'center, hecau.. > it child would be in with 40-year-old men, is that

right"
Mr. FONTAINE. Yes, except for one of the hospital programs.
Senator I lAWKINS. What is the name of that program'?

L

.1M1'. 'FONTAINE. It is the Dodge Hospital.
Senator HAWKINS. It has been brought to my attention several,

"times, that if the parents feel that the child has a drug problem
and sends theki tp the hospital, the insurance will pay for 28 days
and that is it, art then they, are out, and the kid is right back out
on drugs; 28 days is not enough.

,We appreciate your participating here today and I am looking
forward to seeing Florida and Dade County as a better place for
children.

.12 .
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MP. FONTAINE. it was my pleasure.
Setuitor I IAWKINS. The next witness will be Shirley foletti, who

As an expert. in this field. She hits some very good testimony fOr
Welccime, Shirley. lou are awfully kind to come down here after

,the long day that. we had ytsterday in your couQty.
Ms. 0-n.Errt. I.am sure that my day was nearly as long as yours

vas, Senator Ilawkins, and it is a pleasure to be here. It is a pleas-
ure to he here represent in Y'actuany two organizations that. I have
the privilege of servin wit 1, one of which is Operation PAR, which
is Parental. A.warene and Responsibility, tend the other being, as
you said earlier lath-man of the board'of the National Federa-

1, tiolof Parent.. for Drug-Free ;Youth. I will speak about Operation
PM..' first, and hen we will deal a little bit. with the National Fed-
erkibn of Parents; for Drug-Free Youth.

Ilere in "Dade County. we havgone ()Me most active, infortned-
parents groups that we have.,ia the entire United States and they
are doing some very exciting things. Operation.. PAR is an agency
that has a ve-ry simple philosophy, and that is to provide a compre-
hensive range' of services-to,meet the needs of the parents and the
child faced with the problem of substance abuse. -.

Over the past 14 years, PAR has carefully built. a service delivery
system that we feel addresses the- needs faced by the communities
for education and awareness, as well as the treatment oVhose in
need. Annually, Operation PAR services well over 22,000 people.

Now, that. ?ioundS like a very, very high number, given the popu-
P lation of Pinellas County, but that number also includes the con

sumer drug education as well as over 9,000 elderly or the folks 65
and older, where we provide consumer education-about proper pre-
scription'and over-the-counter drugs, which we _feel is a very, very
big- problem.

The provision of preVcntion, education an4 intervention services
as -well as tLeatment has afforded Operation PAR a valuable van-
tage point fikim which to view the substance-abuse issues and to
suggest some alternative strategies.

The first lesSon that one..learns when' becoming a y involved
with the pro ion ,df treatment services is that thc helming

-desire is to havedit available to more kids sooner. It ficull at
best to admitArOungsters to residential treatment fact s without
wondering why-the problem was not identified earlier

With respect'. to juvenile treatment, there are several reasons
why subStanceiqbuse problems are not identified more frequently
in the earlier stages.

We feel that No. 1, quite of4en parents and/or teachers .do not
know exactly lAiat to look for, or often they are unaware of what
they are looking for as it relates to substance abuse.

Parents often deny that the problem even exists, thereby ena-
bling the child to- continue with his substanceabuse behavior.

Most corn. munities have treatment programs for the more in-
volved youth, be it combining with the adults or otherwise, -but
very few communities have adequate screening mechanisms to pro-
vide early intervention and identification of beginning substance-
related problems. .

Often, treatment. resources are not closely networked with
screening agents and other individuals who could provide accurate
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information On Ileveloping problems. Often, youth substance-abuse
problems life surfaced in conjunction with other juvenile justice
problems, particularly those of a crime-related-nature.

The first two reasons I cited relate to prevention and educatton
issues. The last three reasons cited deal directly with intervention
and treatment. Because the concern of this committee at this time
is primarily intervention and the treatment.. of juvenile abusers, I
wtaild like to take this Opportunity to elaborate on these issues.

Early diagnosis of a substance -abuse problem is a very, very diffi-
cult task to accompli . Formidable barPiers exist that inhibit iden-
tification by both parer is and teachers.

The first barrier is d ial by almost everyone. The system bar-
rier that exists to the treatment of a child involved with substances
is .probably the most difficult to accept as a professional, but the
reality is that the problem does exist. To fully understand the prob-
lem, we need to take a look at the dynamics of addiction as it re-
lates to teens.

Involvement in substance use by teens and preteens has the
tendency .,(4 brand them as members of a certain group of druggies.
The activiry of* drug use is,expensive and it requires ticcess to sub-
stantial amounts of trendy cash: Also, since substance use is an
gal activity, involved teens have begun to -.associate themselves
with criminals. Now, maybe these criminals are with a small "c''
but they are criminals nonetheless. These factors tend to involve
children in various fprms of behavior that, at the very outset, kire

nextremely annoying, and that at the worst bring them to ,the atCen-
lion of the juvenile authoritiesrunaways, _curfew violations,
school disciplinary problems, thefts, possession of alcohol and/or
controlled substances----and these are all activities familial- to-most
young people involved with substance use. When the school system
responds to the ungovernable child 94:,, to the delinquent with un-qk
derlying substance. abuse, what is the response?

In some communities and States, the immediate respOnAe is to
prot+ss the youngster through the juvenile justice system. The ju-
venile justice system is just that, it is just a system and not a treat-
ment system. Numerous reportA are available on the failure of both
the juvenile and adult systems in their efforts to rehabilitate the
incarcerated offender.

How could the syseem hope to meet the special needs, then, of
this substance abusing child? Frofb a historical perspective, the di-
lemma faced 'by the juvenile justice system in substance abuse
treatment is not new. This is not new. However, we believe that
there has,to be some recognition of the present problems that we
have.

In the early days of LEAA---Ithe Law Enforcement Assista-nce Ad-
ministration funding was generally available for services like
training schools and so forth. However, for the less' seriously in-
volved child, very; very few, if any, services were available, and
then, as time passed, more services became availahle for minors in
need of superyision..and the nongovernable child. The country expe-
rienced a rise in substance abuse among young people, with the
justice system that was in place to deal directly with the youthful
offender.

14
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The fact that drug use is a criminal offorrse and the knowledge
that most of the young people involyed in drug use also exhibited
other often more serious criminal activity, it is unde'Pitandable how
many young people with substance-abuse problem have been
codunitted to juvenile prisons, detention facilities, or training
schools Although we' are aware of how this phenomenon has oc-
curred, that does not explain why it continues to occur.

As mentioned earlier, substance-abusing individuals are often dif-
ficult to deal with, and most people will admit that sonic type of
set-vice or intervention is required in the life of the substance-abus-
ing child_ 4

Very often, the only' consistently available services in some of
the communities has been those provided by by thvough the juve-
nile justice system. Unfortunately, the majority of justice-related
services are not designed to address the specific needs of the sub-
stance-abusing child.

Additionally, since the primary emphasis of the service does not
relate to drug use, very often drug activities as well as drug use
itself will continue while in these facilities. .

When drug treatment fimds first became available, the finances
were directed to th0 needs of the hardcore opiate addicts and adult
offenders. Where treatment facilities are available- and there is
adequate screening and liaison between treatment and the justice
system, more children Are generally placed in treatment,, instead of
dealing with their behavior as purely a crime-related problem.
llo 'ey..eK.,,rhere services are scarce or where appropriate linkages
are not in place between treatment and the justice system, young
people are pften referred on the basis of the,criminal charge and
not son the basis of the underlying substance-abuse problem. Only
recently, in tlw last 5 years, have adolescent substance-abuse treat
ment facilities really blossomed.out throughout the country.

In-Order to adequately service the youthful substance abuser, we
need ko disregard attitudes that label them as delinquents, ungov-
urtalTre,.or as criminals, and to provide services based upon their

'need and not their adj dicated status.
--Treat ment has conic. a long ray. A. trip to an adolescent sub--

stance abuse facility will en your eyes to the kind of programing
thiit takes place in those facilities. The common denominator at a
substance abuse treatment- facility is that the- staff demonstrates
concern for the children. Qualified staff, parental involvement and
the commitment of the child to take a loc k--- at his or her previous
behavior and to attempt to change are essential ingredients of a
successful drug treatment program.. -

Many programs vary in length, cost and to some extent staffing
patterns, but. most of the successful programs have the basic ingre-
clients- out lined above.

The 1984 national strategy for the prevention of drug abuse find
drug trafficlting identifies the need for local community-based
treatment faEilities. The reality of the situation is that money to
develop treatment. Ficilities of families in need is scarce.

The development of local private, not for profit juvenile treat-
ment facilities require local identification of need and the m trshal-
ling of all available community services to begin devel ment.
llowever, quite often there is a need for State and Federal ader-
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ship assistance in providing need or startup funding, to assure ade-
quate distribution and availability of services to the clients and to
their families. .

The white paper on children and drugs, prepared by tI-1( Ameri-
can Council on Marijuana and Other Psyohoactive Drugs, in coop-
eration with the National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free
Youth-, clearly surfaced The need for adolescent tregkient services.

Now, I have just been handed a note here requesting that 1

submit may remarks for the -record, and I will be happy to do so.
But. before I close, Senator Hawkins, I would like to. say just one
thing on the part of the National Federation of Parents.

Throughout this country, we have about 6,000 parent groups that.
are mobilizing and trying to educate (Aber parents, school officials
ana their communities. This is a movement that I think must work
in tandem with*anyfhing the Congress does and with anything that
our local legislatures do, because without the involvement of par-
ents we cannot begin to solve the problem.

In summary, I would like to reiterate that the substance-abusing
child requires triatment designed to address the abuse. Although
he or she may be under the jurisdiction of the justice s3istem" for
criminal offenses, there needs to be an understanding that many
times there is a pattern to the substance abuse and the criminal
behavior which are linked.

Although we are not advocating dismissing the severity of the
criminal charges, we are advocating providing ehe youth treatment
that will address the substance-abuse behavior.

Additionally, it is my belief that treatment of substance abuse is
best completed in a therapeutic treatment setting, and not in the
setting of a training school or similar facility.

Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. I am sure that you are aware that Mrs. Abra-

ham, who was very much,interested in the 'nformed parents group,
was murdered yesterday.

Ms. Cm.trrn. No; oh, my,
Senator IIAwKiNs. Yes, and I thought that you knew.
Ms. CoLErn. No, I did not.
Senator HAwKiNs. I feel that-this hearing is very timely, because

nothing could be better for her memory.
Ms.,Cot.Erri. That is very, .very sad, but I thank you for telling

rue.
Senator HAWKINS. She was very influential in this particular

work. Your testimony has been very complete and specific, and if
you will give a copy of your remarks to somebody, I will appreciate
it and they will b included in the record.

Ms. Courrri. I will be happy to do so, and I thank you, Senator
I law k ns.

Senator IlAvAiNs. We will now hear from our next speaker.
Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
I am .Frank Nelson, supervisor of the Drug Program for the De-

partment of Health and Rehabilitative Services. Essentially, our r.e-,
sponsibility relates to the funding of the drug treatment programs
throughout the State anc. for the standard setting of those pro-
grams.
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I might add that the State picture in terms of services its rapidly
changing because of the h-ge number of private programs that are

-creeping into our State without being headquarters in our State_
"These essentially are private, not for profit programs, and they ate
expensive, as you ,know.

Our present treatment system, which has been in operati4n for a
number of years, and which is well established for adults, is run-
ning at ll() percent capacity, so-there is still room for ayiumber of
private programs to develop in this State.

Uwe are a number that have, in just the last few months,
opened, so when we talk about the availability of treatment serv-
ices, we talk on one hand. about the public sector, and 014 a very
large private contingency out there that is probably as large in this
State as anywhere else in this Country.

The point about them being very expensive and the shortage of
insurance money is a very real situation in this State, because we
have a very.serious and. rising problem with cocaine, and most of-
the treatment prOgrams have to provide immediate emergency
medical services -to those clients which in many cases are now
being provided by the newly developed' private treatment pro
grains, and the average cost is about $300 a Sdily, $300 to $375
day, so people who have insurance are getting that. now, and they
are going through the 28-day process and they are depleting their
insurance coverage, and the majority of these Icifs are so wasted by
t he t i me that they have had sojne experience with cocaine that
they need wobaloly a year, so then there is thd. reliance, back on
the public Tfrogram and the public program is already overloaded.

In 1982-83, there were 13;599 Florida juveniles arrested for drug
Ad alcohol offenses. During that. same period of time, the treat-
ment system accepted about half that number into treatment.-

Now, when you consider the fact that the number of children
who needed treatment and who were not processed through the ju-
venile system, and that there were a lot of others who came from a
lot cif other areas, then you will understand that we are touching
really only a very small number of the ones who probably need
services.

It has been estimated that throughout, this Nation there are
about 2 million homeless, transit juveniles without parental or
adult supervision, and who are heavily involved in drugs, alcohol
and prostitution, as well as other illicit behavior to support abuses.
Florida hatI a significant number of those kids and, as yod well
know, attracts a number of kids with these problems from other
States.

There are three developments that are currently going on in this
State which offer some help with the problem. One is the recom-
mendations of the Governor, 's task force which is due out in Janu-
ary, and I understand that they have spent a lot of time on this
particular issue and this client population.

The other one has to do with funding that is in the. department's
budget for 1985 d 1986, and theke are a number of special
projects in that. hird item oh significance is the possible broad-
ening of the task , reatment alternatives.

The program that we have, which started out essentially 1$,
' years ago as an adult program for heroin addicts, has now spread
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and, even though it was not designed or intended for juveniles, has
juvenile s as; about. 7;r percent of its populatiort, and the intent is to
expand that even more to include a screening process for those
k ids.

Probably the most exciting thing that I see coming down isyou
he a lot about' people who are poorly prepared and people who
are inadequately trained to make the correct dispbsition of the kids
and so forth.

Florida has for IX months been working with .0u! Department of
Justice and is really focusing on pilots that. will zero in and really
put the community under glass and analayze who is responsible for
the kid and where the weaknesses are in the system and who has
the poor training and who is not doing what they are supposed to
he doing, and to bring their solutions together. That program will
begin to 4nove very shortly.

We will begin in' Jacksonville. Three of the five test sites under
this program are in FloridaJacksonville, Saint Petersburg-Clea-
Water, and Miami---and the beauty of the effort is that it is not cre-
at ing a whole big new system. We have enough systems, as it is.

One of the interesting things about it is that it is not going to
cost a lot of4noney, but it. is going to be heavily involved in top
leadership of the local judicial system, school system and treatment
system, et cetera, and really see where the gaps are and who is not.

.fns doing what and whet-6 the training is needed, and I think this is a
very exciting kind of development and it offers an opportunity-to
model, I think, for communities all over this country and it will not
require a lot of money to do it but, will require a lot of cooperation
and a lot of honesty. And people in our group will have to admit
what they are not doing, we will have to admit to weaknesses in
the system, but the focus really will be to work for the good of this
poi?ulation, which is a very critical problem in this State.

Senator HmAituNs. It is no accident. that we -have that many cen-
ters in Florida. I worked very hard for that and, in fact, they tried
to andlish it and in the end Senator Thurmond and I had to go to
rho White House. I recommended those particular centers, with
other professional help, because of thelack of programs and other
multiplicity programs.

Good programs should be a high priority, but we have to stay
active because it is actually difficult for'some people to understand
what we are talking about, and I am looking forward to working
with`you in seeing that it moves smoothly.

Mr. NELSON. I have been a part of their efforts in Washington
and I am very thrilled, because think they are really.serious. One
of the things they have done is to look at 30 of the -best-freatment
prograins all over the country, and they have tried to really ana-
lyze how it works.

The other thing is that they have also retained the top 31/' re-
searchers in terms of really looking at what the state of the art is,
so they have done their homework and I feel very thrilled about_
what_they will he doing here in Florida.

Senator HAwkNs. Thank you, Mr. Nelson.
We will now hear from Mr. Richard Harrington.
Mr. HARRiNGToN. Basically, my comments have to do with two

major areas. The first issue is the tact that in Dade County we
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have paid little attention to the issues in the juvenile justice
system, either in terms of assessinvnt or in terms of providing ade-
;mate treatment.

Over '20,000 cases have come befor,e the juvenile justice system
this C111- in Dade County. Of-that number, Only :1 percent will have
any assessment" for alcohol or drug abuse problems, and of that
.number, very few will be referred to any of the treatment pto-
grams, which are basically adult in orientation, which' they were
originally ,designed to treat, significant abuse problems with the
adult 'Individual..The net result of that is that the succes .rate ik
extremely low and the dropout rate is very high.

respOnse to that issue, we feel that the services. not only need
to be expanded for the juvenile but also serious consideratian of the..
concept and design of those programs need to be addressed also_

In preparing new programs in this area, -we need to be concerned
not only with their quantity but also with their quality.

Tradttimially, juvenile_ delincritency programs have not. been el-
fectNe, but we feel that there fis a need locally not only for stn in-
crease in their number but also in design. -

Elements that need to be included 1 think are very similar to
what (Mr:Fontaine recommendedan indepth screening and diag-
nostic procedure up front. in the juvenile justice system. I would
like to add that partof that diagnostic critelia should also include
a review of the family hisitory.

Ileceut studies indicate that up to 5() percent, and possibly more,
of the juvenks entering the juvenile justice system have families
that have been troubled with alcohol or stibstance abuse.

In terms of residential treatment, the program has got to be .age
specific mid, as Ms. Coletti and Mr. Nelson have 'indicated, there

--has got to be strong family involvement, and it also has got to in-
volve the school system.

When ,1 am talking here about partnership and design and implse-
mentation, I think that is the key concept, trying to get the kids
back into a system where they can succeed positively in our socie-
ty, and that mean* a combined effort on the part of all partieS who
arc responsible for success..

In terms of the funding' issue, which was briefly 'mentioned, at
the present time, as you p'r'obably are aware, Metropolitan Dade
County and the local not-for-profit agencies are being asked to pick

lk up a la s-eroroportional share of the program, and the net result
of That is hat we are having a difficult time maintaining levels,
rather than getting into the expansion of services into other areas,
particularly.in the juvenile area.

We feel that wq are doing our share, ,but we are going to need
the assistance of the State and Federal Government.

That is a brief summary of what we are about.
senator I IAWKINS. I may have some questions for you, but we arc

now going to hear from the children. After we hear from the chil-
dren, we will call you back and I may have some questions for you
at that time.

Do you tevision people understand that we cannot take their
pictures? I prefer not' to have profiles, either.

They have some very interesting testimony togi';te, and they do
not want to be television stars. In fact, one kid had to drop out
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from testifying because so much prossure was' brou ht on him not
to la what he' knows, so I feel especially responsif ) for the ones
who are here today_ .

(1)These young people are going to give us-valuable Jirst.hand obser-
vations of what goes on inside the juvenile justice fiystem. All four
are offenders who are currently enrolled in treatment programs,
around the State. Thbir faces are being shielded, I am very proud
of these kids who have had courage enough to come in here and
talk with us openly today. . r

-I know it is difficult with the things that are going on herethe
hammering upstairs, the slamming of doorsand I had just made a
note here that the only thing that they had not done so far was
have electric drill , and 3 minutes later we heard the electric drill,
so we may not e
Just, mforget eve! , ing else in the on% and honestly answer the

here long, .but do not worry about being here.

questions that I am going tq ask you.
It has been very difficult, to find yoting people for this panel and

we have searched for kids for .a long, long time to have at this
hearing. We. have delayed having the hearing_ for many months.
while we were trying to find young people Who-Shad been in the
State training schools and who would want to talk in piibl. about
what goes on there.

Once a youngster is in a tiaining,school, that catch 22 th I de-
scribed earlier comes into play and thc>y'are not going tO. get any,

i help. -

Wo aid find one who made it through, though, and it is thy un-
derstanding that he has a prepared statement and we would like to
hear that now and, Then I will ask everybody some questions.,

All right, Mike, we will hear from you now.

STATEMENTS,OF MIKE, TITO, RAMON, AND SUE

MIKE_ My name is Mike, and I would like to thank Senator Haw-
kins-And the subcommittee, and I would like to share -with you my
experiences.

I startedismoking'pot when I was 8 years old. And bit the time I
was old enough to know that I should not bedoing it, I-could not
stop.

Senator HAWKINS: You wanted to stop, but you could-not do it?
MIKE. Right, and a lot of people.do not realize how terrible drug

involvement is. I broke the law so that I could stay high on drugs,
I was put in the State school as punishment, because those

people could not see that I hiid a drug problem. The training school
is not. the place for-a person with a drug problem; it will not stop
you from doing drugs.

I have been in the training school,. and now I am in abairomek pro-
gram. When I was in the training school, we did not get any coun-
Acting, and we vsed to just.sit around and talVabout better ways to
break into houses.

Senator HAwKINS. That was for when you got out ?'
\ MIKE. Yes, ma'am.

Beilator HAWKINS. Did you get ideas from other kids who -were
more experienced than you?
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MIKE trey; t hat is what. we. did. I have been in training school
four times in two States.

Senator I IAWK1NS. How old are you. now"?
MIKE. Fifteen. .
Senator HAWKINS. Fifteen years old?
MIKE. Yes, ma'am; the last time, here in Florida, I decided that I

wanted to get my life together and stop doindoigs, and I got into
a program. The good things that I have learne'd-In the program are
be honest, be assertive, make better decisions, respect and help
others, and accept the things that I cannot. change. I am doing
better in school and I am trying to get my diplOma.

When you need help, yoirdo not. get very much help in training
school, especially those who keep going over and over again, when
there is definitely something wrong.

I wish that you people would take a look and try to help some of
those kids out, because I think it is a real shame that they get
locked up over and over again and are being punislie'd when they
need help.

Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Mike.
1 want through the center that. you are in right. now. Would you

say that, you were a heavy user cif any drags when you were first
arrested?

MIKE. Yes, marijuana and alcohol.
Senator 11 A WK I NS. Marijuana and alcohol?
MIKE. Yes.
Sienator HAWKINS. That was the first time?
MIKE. Yes, ma'amt_ -

Senator 1-1Awicms.Wid you ever try any other drugs?
MIKE. Yes; I did I,SD, cocainti quaaludes, speed, and that was

about it.
Senator HAW1<ms. That was about it?
MIKE. 1 shot lup a couple of times.
SVIlatOrlIAWKINS. What is shooting up?
MIRE. The needle, dilaudid.
Senator HAWKINS. Heroin? '

MIKE. No, dilaudid is not heroin, it is like a mijscle relaxant.
Senator IIAWKINS.
MIKE. Yes, rpik
Senator HA

ygs.
When you were 8 years old, what was tae-Tirst

thing that you used?
MIKE. Alcohol.
Senator HAWKINS. You then continued to use alcohol and other

drugs?
MIKE. Yes.
Sjnator IIAWKINS. You have always had alcohol and drug mixed

up?
MIKE. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. The facility that you are in now, and which I

visited yesterday, could be called. a nonsecure facility, is that right?
MIKE. Yes, definitely.
Senator IIAWKINS. I saw tie door open. yesterday and that

seemed to mean a lot to everybody there, that the door was open,
with no lock.

;
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SIN1 IRE. Y eN ,

SIM101- 1 1 AWKINS. 1)00S that mean a lot to you':

cannot be helped less 1w wants to be helped, and that doe
littplk . Yes; it does, because,' know from my experiences that .a

un s
-mean a 11 to me, yes.

Senator' IlAwkirrs. How did you get placed in the center where
you are? Did you ,get arrested, and was that your last chance, or
what''

MIKE_ Basically, yes, and I was in there once before this time.
Senator I IAwKINS. You have been in that center before?
MIKE. Yes.
Senator IIAWKINS. The same center?
MIKE. The same eenttw..
Senator IlAwKINs. You were a dropout?
MIKE. Yes, I did not participate in the program because I did not

want to change, so I got terminated, kicked out of the center.
Senator HAwKINsAThere is a waiting list there, is that right?
MIKE. Yes.

.Senator HAWKINS. If you do not cooperate,. you have to get out
and let somebody else in?

MIKE. Yes. a
Senator IlAwtuNs. You have to let someone else who wants lto

help himself have vow. spot, is that 'Tight?
MIK.. Right, and when I got. kicked out of there, I wound up in a

juvenile det6ntion center, and it. visas while I was in there that. I
realized gnat I IM a problem and that I wanted some help,.so that.
wlis'w-hen 1?called up or\e_oc the counselorssand asked lithly would
accept me back again.

Senator 1IAWKINS. Were you able to get drug1,461e you were in
hta.StaLe school'?' la)

MIKE. Yes, coca
,Senator HAwKin. Cocaine?

. ,,,
MIUEr. Yes. i / /
Semi,- HAwxiNs. Was that very e0/11MQ.p, t It pH of the kids irk

,,.
the Stat. schooPcould g-et drugs if they,wanted ern:

MITE. You tseally had to know the rightpe le, but, yds, it is
pretty common. (
'Senator H

.=
AWKIN. OW 1 did it y

.k,.H,._ 0(1 r t take be introduced' to
--- he right people? ti.4474

MIKE. About 2 days!
Senator II.AWKiNS. That was rot very long-2 days. Did you k trw

that you were doing wrong whil you were taking drugs in jail? N

MIKE. 0h, yes. ( 4 .1'

'Senator HAWKINS. IS it easy to beat the systefn and get drugs in
jail? .

, MIKE. Yes. Yes, it is, and there are several differetzt ways that I
have seen it done. $

Senator l'AwkiNs. The program thht you are in now is nonsecure
.and/.Ithe door is open, so you could get drug there, ttm, if you
wanted to, could you not?

MIKE. Yes..
Senator I IAWKINS. Are you going to do that?,
MIKE. No, not now not today anyway. ,

Senator IlAwKift. Ydu take one day at a time?
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IMR. One day at tr time.
Senator IlAwki Ns. I set: Ms. Coletti in the hack of the room, re

member her love an el care and constant attention and the commu
nity SO ppor t that community is depending on you, Mike, to stay
out 01 trouble and walk straight and to learn a trade and help
train other kids, too.

You are a tough kid and you could be the leader in a group that
does not touch the stuff. because it takes a lot more strength not to
touch it than to use it. Is that right?

MIKE. It sure does
Senator IlAwkiNs. We appreciate your corning down here today,

and a handsome young mail like you has every good thing waiting
for him, and when you finish your education you can become a
very g(lod citizen.

-Thank you for helping us today.
MIKE. Thank you.
Senator HAWKINS. Tito, you are next; is that right'?
Tryo. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Do you have anything that you want to tt..s11

tms?
Tir. Yes.
I started using drugs when I was around 10 years old.
Senator I lAwKiNs. Ten years old?
TiT. Yes, and I had family problems, too. I am 17 years old now.

I had a childhood of running away from home and stuff like that,
but right now I am in a drug -program in Hollywood and, you
know, it has been helping me a lot, in a lot of ways, and they will
work with me and they are trying to get me a job.

Senator 11 A W INS. Are your parentstKelping while you are there'?
Tao, No.
Senator HAWKINS. YOU have to d* all by yourself'?
Tim. Yes, because, you see, my psychologist says that I need like

a long-l&i program so that they can help me out. You know, my
motker really did not want me home again. She wants me to care
for myself because I will be 18 and I told her that 1 can be a man
and take -tireq)1 myself pretty soon; you know, and I told her that
at an early age and she dPes'not.really believe that I am doing any-
thing for my own benefit.

I have tried all kinds of drugs, marijuana, and alcohol. 1 was on
alcohorbefore I got' into the program and I was doing three or four
eases.olbeer. r.

Senator I JAWKINS. Three or four cases'?
Tyro. Yes, within about a 4-day period of the week, because 1

,usedsito go to a lot of parties and stuff and sometimes it would go
^on for like a week with a whole bunch of friehds of mine, you

know, and my morn got upset, because she did not know where I

was, and .every me -I would come home I would have'a marijuana
joint behind my E ar, and stuff' like that, and she would4get mad at
me, and every tit e we would have a family discussion pt home

that I thought did not turn out too well. I would run out the door
!Ind call up some of my friends and start all over again, and my
mom did not really have that much control over me because I
always wanted to do what I wanted do.
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Senator' r I,--,enaLolAWKINS. That is not uncommon, and I can tell you, as
the mother of three children, that they all want to...do what _they
want to do, but you have to kind of work together to make sure of
what is best for you and the Mindy.

!lave you been in jail?
Trro. I had been in a detention center for like 3 months before I

' got into the program. I had committed a crihw, a battery charge
and the possession of marijuana, and that took me to the detention
center for ,l months. Then,' when my heating was set, the judge
said that I could not go back home and iOvas either the program
or a Stati school like Okeechobee, and the minimum time that I
would be spending there would have been like 11/2 years. I said
there is no way in the world that I am going to spend 11/2 years in
jail, and I was getting kind of tired of going from program to pro-
gram and then being locked up in the detention center. I spent my
hirthdayhin the detention center and I knew that was not where it
was at, so I told the jtitige that 1 would rather go to a program, you
know, and straighten myself out once and for all, and that was
when I came to this program that. I am in now.

Senator HAWKINS. Did you choose the place or was it suggested
to you?

tyro. It was suggested to me by someone in the court. system and
then the courts put me in the program.

Senator HAWKINS. For how long have you been there'?
Trro. Three and a half months, almost 4 months.

' Senator HAWKINS. Are you -able to get drugs inside that place?
Trro. Even if I would be able to,j would not want to get the

drugs, because I would be jeopardizing my status in the program.
You know, like Mike said, in order for a person to want help, he

has got to receivein order for a person to receive some help, he'
has got to want. it, and I want all the help 1 can-get to overcome. the
problems that I have got, and a life of drugs and crime is not really
fOr me. I am not the type of person who ever broke into somebody s
house to get money for drugs, because I was the kind of a person
who would work or get drugs in other ways. I never did steal for
drugs. I always,got drugs handed to me.

The program helps many people out in many ways. They help
you out in trying to find a job. They give you classes, school, for the
GED and stuff.

Senator HAWKINS. Is that what you are%vorking on now, getting
your GED?

Trro. Yes,and I am trying to get into a vocational school so that
I can learn a trade, like maybe a cook.

SenatoF,PAWKINS. Do you work in the kitchen where you are?
Tim. Nfork all around the facility right now, and I also work in

the kitchen, yes, and I am the crew chief of the cleanup crew. In
other words, we set up tables and stuff like that, and mop the
floors, and we sweep the floors, and we wash dishes and stuff.

Senator llAwkiNs. It is a neat place and you /Tatty keep it clean.
I was there last month and I was impressed, and I am impressed
with you and your attitude, and J know that you are &Mg to suc-
ceed. You have got a lot of people out there pulling for you.

Tao. The Starting Place also helps you out therapywise, with
thoughts like that, where you face people out in the streets you
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knew. who have drug problerhs and stuff, and they teach you how
to ovi.srcorne that fear and saying to yourseIG "I do not v,ant to
really smoke a joint," because it is like beer, once you start drink-
ing beer, you are going to want more and more, and it is the same
thing with %candy, and they tell _you in therapy, "Drugs do not
really do anything for you; all they do is mess you up, and they
will not help you out in any.kind of way.-

As I said, if you want help in trying to succeed in life, drugs are
not goiil to help you, they will just make harder1..er on you to suc-
ceed at anything in life.

Senator linwiuNs. The commercials on television with the spor4
stars telling you to drink their brand of beer, did that influence or
encourage you to drink beer?

TITO. I think that influences everybody, not just me, but every-
body. You know, if you go to tennis games or football games and
you see all the signs and all these advertisements for alcohol or
,cigarettes and stuff like that, you know, and a lot of the young
kids, 10 and 11 years old, you know, can go into the store and buy
beer and stuff like that.

Even though the drinking age has been raised up, some young-
sters have got their. parents even working in the stores or sonic-
thing, or they know people who own stores who will sell them beer
or pass a bottle of wine to them, and then the3; will just. pass it out
to their friends or they even go into the store and steal it, you
know.

Senator HAWKINS. When you get -out of this program, now, and
you go shopping, you are nOt going to have tkit problem, are you?

Tiro. L do not want to take no beer, because I know that is a
problem for me and, in order to overcome that problem, I have got
to stop doing-it.

Senator HAWKINS. You are a great. guy, I want to tell ydu, and
we wish you well and 'we l(16 forward to your becoming the suc-
cessful man that you are going to be.

Thank you so much for your good attitude, and I hope that you
will be able to influence other kids to be strong, just like Mike has.

Sue, I do not want to leave the girls until last, so we will just
skip right over Ramon for right now.

Sue is not her real name, but we will call her Sue for today, and
she has quite a story to tell us.

Sue, tell me what you have done and why you ai:e here today.
SUE. My name is Sue, and when I was growing up my parents

liked to use drugs. My parents were heavy users at the time and
they liked to see everybody being high. When I was 7 I started
using cocaine with my mother.

Senator HAWKINS. You started using cocaine with your mother
at what age?

Stir:. When I was 7 years old.
When I was growing up, I.used drugs with my father and hid

friends and my friends.
Senator HAWKINS. That wiN in another State?
Sur:. Yes; I was living in Illinois at the time, and when I came

down to Florida in 197. ), we moved to Fort Lauderdale and I start-
ed to ,get in with thefweong people there, too, and I got into Vot-
ing cocaine and I was doing that for a while.
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Senator I JAW K INS. HOW Old were you when yQL1 did that?
SUE. Approximately 12 or 13.
I was shooting cocaine.
Senator IlAWKINS. How did you buy it?
StiE.I was not buying it. I was going out with this guy who was .

giving it to me.
Senator I IAWKINS. At 12 years of age, you were doing that?
SUE. Yes, and then we moved to Hollywood and then to Hialeah,

and while I was living in Hialeah I started going to school. It was
the kind of-school that you would not go to without carrying a
knife or a weapon or they would jump you, and I got back into co-
caine and heroin and we would go to the beach or loiter or hang
out on the street. When I would get'some drugs, my mother would-
jump down my throat and I would have to-give her some.

When I started the 10th grade, in the secondary school, 1 got in-
volved in a lot of trouble there and 1 was expelled until 1986, and
they put me in a program over at the hospital on South River
Drive and they put me through a mental ward and a drug pro-
gram, and after I was in the drug program I got. high again.

Senator I lAwkiNS. You got high in the drug program?.
SUE. Yes, I did.
Senator HAWKINS. Did you get the drugs there?
StIE. Yes; they were bringing them in.
Senator -HAWKINS. Who are 'they'?
SUE. Friends of mine and "friends from the drug program, my

other friends in the drug program. It was all adolescents and there
were kids who were not getting high,,so when we finally had to
drop urine samples, this girl that was not getting high, would ui-
nate in a cup and we passed it around to pour a little in our cup
then turn it it .

After I comfit-AM that program, I went into another one to stay
out of jail, and in that program that. I got. into, they were drugging
me up more than I can rememberall kinds of drugsin those 45
days.

Senator HAWKINS. Was that a 5-day evaluation?
Stu:. Yes, and afterwards I went to the Juvenile Justice Center

and I stayed there for 3 monthsfor Christmas, too=and while I
was there the borreqiions workers were getting high with us and
they were supplying s with drugs.

Senator IlAwKINS. That was in the Juvenile Justice Center?
SUE. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. That was here in Dade County?
SUE. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. The guards there were getting high'iwitri you

lc ids?
SUE. Yes; they would come into the cells in the middle of the

night, arowN 3 or 4 o'clock.
There were a couple of them that were shooting heroin, and

there were other ones that were just doing coke.
Senator HAWKINS. Were they men or women?
SUE. Women.
The males would do it in the laundry room, you know, when we

would be working, and they would do things and then give 4,1\s the
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, drugs not to say anything to any of the top people there, like to the
judges when we would go before them.

Senator HAWKINS. They would reward you with more drugs so
that you would noftell the judge when You had an evaluation?

St ma'am, and I stayed there for a long time and after
Ch istmas, about 1 month after Christmas they let me out of there
am I went to a hospital. ,

was for like a holding until m_ y trial came up, and everybody
g( high in that place, too.

Senator HAWKINS. Where did you get the drugs in that place? ,..
Stir:. I was doing it at the school, LSD. I was not Learning. It was

an adolescent learning center, but they had the adplescents that
were in there previously aad had been released, 010 were coining
in to go to school there, would come and go, and they would bring
us the drugs, you know.

Senator HAWKINS. Was that cocaine? ...

SUE. Cocaine, LSD, PCP, and dilaudids, and everybody used to
stay high. On May 1, wheni 'went. -to my trial, my mother came
with n

Sen )r I IAWKINS. Was that this year? t
Su R es. . ..

&mat( HAWKINS. That was in May of 1984?
Sur:. Ye and when. I went to my, trial,-me and my mother were

getting high 'n the bathroom, and when the judge sentenced me
they dropped most of my charges and selected a drug program for
me. ,

Senator HAWKINS. What were you on trial for, &le? You said
that you were going to trial.

Sur:. Some of my charges were. possession and distribution of co-
caine, second degree felony ntirrder, and a third degree felony
murder charge, and they knocke'd off all of my charges and only
charged me with manslaughter in the second degree.

Senator ITAWKINS. They only charged you with manslaughter?
Sur:. Yes,' and my files were closed, if I complete the program.
Senator 1 AWKINS. At what age was this'?
Sur:.*Th it as when I was 16, last year. No, it was this year.

They said that would have to go to prison or to the drug program,
which means an 8-month program, but after completion of the
program there wou d be no probation or anything.

I have been here in this program now for about 7 months, and I
think this has been the only 7 months in my whole life that I can
remember when I went straight on through without using any
drugs but, you know, more or less you learn to be there. It is not
that you have to be there if you do not want to, and most of the
people who are there really want to be there.

Senator HAWKINS. How ;1-id you shoeit the cocairte so that it
would be concealed from the officiakin the facilities'?

Suk Under my tongue. , .
.. Senator HAWKINS. I guess they would not look there'

SUE. No. -,

'Senator HAWKINS. Would they inspect the children, their arms.,
# or whatever?

SUE. Yes, but most of the others were not into, that. ,

' Senator HAWKINS. How many were intoIit?
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Su'F: There were two forna1ef3 in there that were doing that, and
a lot of the males would. 1We would meet in the laundry room or in
the gym.' .

Senator HAWKINS. For how long have you been in Village South?
SUE. Approximately 7 months.

_Senator HAWKINS_ Are you going to school?
SUE. Yes, I am working on a GED and then I will be going to

Miami-Dade in January.
Senator HAWKINS. Do you have any advice that you would like to

give us?
SUE. Yes; the Village is IA really great place. It is a mixed group

of people < d as soon 'as you come in you find out that everybody
cares for e rybody else.

I. have n t seen one fight yet, and the staff members there are
really great. They will sit ,down and talk to you about your prob-
lems, and yet they will.let you face the reality of the outside world.
And there are no bars o,n the doors or windows. Actually, there are
no doors and you are free to walk right out if you want to, but
most of the adolescents do not leave. They stay there. It's an old
hotel, and it is really excellent.

Senator HAWKINS. Is there ally other program that you can join
after you get 'out of there, or is there any support group that you
can stay in touch with or anything like that?

SUE. After the 18 months are up?
Senator HAWKINS. Yes.
SuE. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Are you going to go to them'?
SUE. Yes, ma'am.
Senator HAwittiNs. What are you stu4ying, and what are you

hoping to be?
SUE. I am going to be taking .psychology or cosmetology, but I

have not decided which it will be yet.
Senator HAWKINS. Well, there is a big difference there, but if you

do get into_ psychology you could probably help a lot of peopld,
know* what you know at the ripe old age of 17.

SUE. Right.
Senator HAWKINS. How about your parents, do they still use

drugs?
. SUE. Yes, and right now my mother is in the hospital. She had
been boozing it up and she had a nervou breakdown."

Senator HAWKINS. She had a nervous breakdown.
SUE. Yes, and she is in the hospital right now.
Senator HAWKINS. How could they afford it? How did they buy

the drugs?
Suit. I am not really sure right now, you see, because I have not

seen my parents for over 11712 years and I cannot see my parents
tight now because that is a condition ofI do not want to see my
parents right now, anyway, because I know that if I go back to be
with my parents I will just be getting high again. They think they
are being kind to me when they give me drugs, but that kind of
kindness is destructive to me.

Senator HAWKINS. Are you the only child?
SUE. Not now, but I was. My mother has remarried and I now

have a half-brother.
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Senator HAWKINS. Are you worried about him?
SUE. Yes, because he has been high before and he is only 4 years

old now.
Senator HAWKINS. Ile is 4 years old and he has been high?
SUE. Well, not high but. he has been drinking.
Senator IlAwKiNs. Would your mother give.-it to him?
SUE. No, it. was not my mother, it. was my stepfather. Ile would

let him drink.
Senator HAWKINS. Maybe we would be able to help your little

brother. Would you like that?.
SUE. Yes, but not in the present time. I have other situations to

work our first.
Senator HAWKINS. W ank you for this very interesting testi-

mony, Sue.
We are always talk. g [lout parents who are being supportive

and helping the kids out of this situation, but in your case it was
your parents who got you into it and that is a difference, that they
had the bad influence on you. You appear to be much stronger
than your parents.

It is very sad to me that you had to be convicted of manslaughter
before you could be admitted to this treatment center, but you are
a lucky kid in that you are there, and makinethe decision yourself
that you are going- to change. The sad thitig is that allof you were
facing prison when you made the decision to go to a drug rehabili-
tation center.

Now, Ramon, let us hear from you.
RAMON. My name is Ramon, and I am 17 years old and have

been at the Starting Place for 5 months now: '
Senator HAWKINS. The judge sent you there?
RAMON. Yes, ma'am.
Senator HAWKINS. What had you done to be sentenced by a

judge?
RAMON. B&E's and fighttng in the street and problems in school,

and I just got up there so many times that he got a little bit sick of
seeing me and he just said, "I am going to put you in the Startipg

'Place, ' and I went there instead of going to jail.
Senator HAWKINS. Were you doing drugs?
RAMON. Yes, I used to get high.
Senator HAWKINS. On what?
RAMON. On reefers, but that was not the big problem. I got into

quaaludes, cocaine, and alcohol.
Senator HAWKINS. Beer?
RAMON. Any alcohol.

,\;SenatorHAWKINS. Did you buy it?
RAMON. Yes, ma'am, and a lot of my friends had it. and they

would give it to me. But when I had the money, I would pay for it.
Sometimes I would rip somebody off and then would get the drugs
that I wanted.

Senator HAWKINS. What did you do that last kime when you said
that the judge got tired of seeing you?

RAMON.. The last time I hid to go to court it as for stealing a
chain and, you know, the police officer that rrested me said,
"You're nothing but a kid and I'm going to help ou out," and my
attitude was, "I don't want your help," and he sal , "You're going
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to go to jail, but you can get out of going to jail by going to the
Starting Plate," and that was when .I changed my attitude.

The judge said; "Why did you steal the chain?" and I said, "To
get money to buy some drugs," and that was when he said that he
would put me in the Starting Place and I want into a residential
unit, a closed program, for about 151/2 weeks. When I completed

they transferred me up to the day-care unit.
inenator I IAWKINS. Do you go home at night?
RAMON.. Now I do, but before. I could only go bothe on the week-

ends for maybe about 5 hours, and then it built up to as high as`2,1
hours and then the whole weekend.

Senator 11AwK1Ns. have your parents been very supportive? a
RAMON. My mother is, yes. I live with my mother and my grand-

mother, and with my brothe-, too, mid they are very supportke.
&Maim- HAWKINS. HOW old is your brother?'
RAMON. M' brother is-17. NO, he is 1(3, and ho is in the program,

too. Ile was following in my footsteps. t
Senator i lAWKINS, Was he ever arrested?
RAmoN. Yes, he was arrested, like for lighting and getting kicked

out of school and .stuff like that, but he never broke into any
houses or anything,

Sc-,spator H A INK NS-. Were you ever in the detention center?
MON. Yes.

Senator IlAwkiNs. How many times?
RAmoN. Twice.

`,The .first time that I was in the detention.center wasI was on
probation for stealing. You see, whenever I got in trouble, the
judge put me on probation.

Senator IlAwki4 6. That is probably because you are such a good-
looking kid.

RAmoN: Well, the judge would always put me on probation, and
then when I would.,mess around on probation and you see, my
mom and my dad are divorced and I went up to see my dad while I
was on.probation and I was not supposed to leave, so when I came
back I had a subpoena to come to court and they put me in the
detention center for 2 days, and then, after Hutt, thatrwas when I
started getting into a lot of trouble and they put me in the pro-
gram. After the probation, I messed up again and they put me bags
in the program and that was when I started really messing up and
they put me on a community thing, and then when I messed up
they sent ine back to the detention center, and then they offered
me the program instead of going to jail.

Senator IlAwkiA Were drugs available in the detention center?
IZAmoN.I do not know, because I could not even get a cigarette

because I was not. there for too long. I was just there for 2 or 3_
drays.

Senator limktoNs. I am told that the average stay there is 21.
days.

RAMON. You see, the first time I went there I had a court order
to get Zan an order from the judgeto get out in 2 days. The-next
time I Went there, the Starting Place come over and got me.

Senatdr HAWKINS. The Starting Place came and got you,?
RAMON. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. You are not going to let them down, lire you?
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MON. No. and I am learning to take responsibilit.y.for myself,
which was it big problem for me before. 1 am going to finish high
school, and I zun caught into the. grade that I am supposed to be at
and I am going to go to vocational classes. 1 can go to school and
take two vocational classes a day, and then 4ve have the group
therapy, you know, and that basically gave me the idea of what I
wanted to study, something that would give me a' background to
help,ine in computers.

Senator HAWKINS. That sounds like' you have n pretty bright.
future waiting for you. 1 hope that you will continue to work hard
and make good grade, Ramon.

I hope everybody will listen to your mesvtges and to your stories,
and we thank .y,ou for being brave enough to come down here today
to show others what can happen.

We are going to excuse you at this time, and we thank the coun-
selors for brioging you down here and we thank them too for the
remarkable job they do. Keep in touch and I want to receive a
report of a success story from each one of you.

Shirley, Richard, and Frank, I have some questions for you, if
you will come bac0, please.

Richard, did you hear anything today that surprised you?
Mr. IlmuuNnvroN. Not really.
Senator IlAwkiNs. You heard the kids tell about how they could

get dftugs in the detention centers, and whal did you think about
that? Did you not think that was unusual?

Mr. Ilmourvc-roN. 1 do not. think that is unusual, no. There are
no specific programs in the detention centers to counter that prob-
lem.

Senator IlAWK INS. 401.11d ti ere not be one'? When the kids were
in prison and their friends came in and 115rought. the drugs to them,
it seems to me that. should have been pretty easy to controj, to
make sure that the visitors do not have anything on them.

Kr. 11 ARRINGTON. I think it would be easy to control, but, you
.know, where thet'e is a will there is a way, and so 1 guess that the
important thing is that when you are dealing with a system like
that, one would obviously like to have a fulIrange of services going,
from the first time that.the youngster was involved in the system,
through periods of holding and through periods of referral for
t rea t

It is an extensive need, and It isbn extensive problem and it is
going to just demand an extensive soltition, a complex and commit-
ted solution that I am afraid is currently not there, although the
beginnings of that change are occurring.

Senator IlAwkiNs. Better late than (never.
Mr. HARRINGTON. Yes.
Senator HAWKINS. Are there any ways that current resources'

could be used more effectively in meeting that need'?
Mr. HARRINGTON. Of course, and I think Mr.,Nelson has indicat-

ed that, if there is thing that could be done, it would be to take
advantage of what is already being done in an uncoordinated may
and begin to put it together and geten much bigger bang for the
money- that is being spent, and I think that goes, without saying.

There are a lot of social services today, but they-AKe very poorly
coordinated: That is not new Mformation or something that is un-
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known It, is simply that it is positive to hear that some of these
things may be corning together.

Senator IlAwiows. Shirley, everybody is talking about saving
money, there are the budget cuts that David Stockman proposed
yesterday, and the freeze on spending and the simplified tax plan,
et cetera, And we hawe to deal with it. every day, as these are tight
budgetary timer.

This year, 1984, when we started the fiscal year we had already
spent $28.9 billion more Ulan we are going to take in, which is
rather startling, but I believe that when you talk about. saving
money and getting more hang for the buck-----how much does it cost
at your facility?

Ms. Courri. In the adolescent facility, the cost is approximately
30 a day,. because we have to include our building costs in that,

- because we still have a debt to pay, and that, Senator, includes
family therapy, which is almost a whole separate program within

When you compare that figure to the figure of $8 a day that we
heard yesterday that it costs to keep a youngster in a detention
center, where there is no therapy being provided, you cannot 'help
but realize that you are getting a tremendous, temendous.bargain
in a residential treatment program such as ours and such as the
Starting Place, and sonic ot' the- others, as compared to incacerat-
ing the youngsters.

Senator IlAWKINS. Shirley, you and I discussed yesterday having
the screening prior to placing the. child. I have held hearings
throughout the United States, but you have a much bigger problem
here, because, as all of the kids will tell you, who have come from
the other states, it is much easier to get what they are after here
in Florida. What do you think we can do on the Federal level to
help the State out?

The Federal Government and local government, in my opinion,
have to work together. In 1981, a lot of money went into block
grants, but I do not like block grants. fa fact, I absolutely despise
block grants. Sire that first .experience in 1981, I will not vote for
block grtmts any longer.

As you know, I am on the Labor Committee, and the last money
we voted out was targeted money for mental h6alth, because we
found opt that no money was going to mental health. This year it
is going to be targeted. But what can you tell us about what th9
local and Federal Government can do to help the State?

Ms. Cour'''. I think there are a couple of issues. I think that we
need to look, both State and nationally, at the whole civil forfeiture
issue, and that is the money that is confiscated as-it is being
brought into this county or as it is about_to go out of this country,
'money that is paying fo drugs. That means that the money that
comes from the sales of at planes and boats and houses and proper-
ties, and so forth, becaus right now the drug and alcohol programs
do not receive any of th t money and I cannot help but think that
it would certainly be poetih justice to have some of that money di-
verted, both federally and statewide, back to the problems that
those drugs are causing.

We have attempted here in thiq' State, actively for the last 3
years, through the Florida Alcohol and Drug Abuse Association
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and the legislature, to cause civil forfeiture to happ-6.n so that part
of those moneys would be diverted' for prevention and treatment.
programs.

We have been defeated by the Sheriffs' Association and' by Alm
Police Officers' Association, because that money now in this State
goes back to law enforcement.

believe that the drug problem is a multipronged problem, and
law enforcement certainly has to be funded, but everyone is speak-
ing about the failure of the interdiction program, and everyone is
talking abotit the failure ()MONK able to stop the importation of
drqgs, but few people stop to look at what we tare doing with the
problem that all of this is caiising, and you have heard about The
pr,oblem and I know that you are aware of the problem.

I think civil forfeiture is a, very important issue, and I also think
the insurance, third,-party reimbursement has to be a very, very in-
tegral part of the solution to this problem.

In all of our families' group health, policies; it would cost prob-
ably less than $2 a month additional per insurance policy to in-
clude alcohol and drug abuse rehabilitation services, -and along
with that then I think must go language within those policies- that
would set a cap on the amount so that we would not be putting all
of our kids in the magic cure, 28-day miracle program, using up the
insurance policy and then haying the community-based programs,
like the Starting Place and Operation PAR, picking up the pieces
after the family is indigent.

I think insurance is very impqr,Mnt, and I think forfeiture is
very important, and I think that t.Nklocal communities have abso-
lutely got to bite the bullet and realize that Federal dollars and
State dollars are not necessarily going4o solve the problem. The
local communities are going to have to also put some money into
the problem. Those are three areas Chat come lielny mintd first..

Senator IlAwfNts'. Thank you, that is-very interesting.
Frank, is there .anything that you would like to add Or can you

tell us what approaches you think are appropriate to finding to so-
lution to the problems that you described in ypur testimony?'

Mr. NELSON. There has been considerable emphasis on adolescent
treatment resources in the last 5 years in this State, but the
demand is increasing- so rapidly that it is vety hard to keep up
with it. ..

It seems that periodically we are confronted with new phenom-
ena in the drug area, like the very expensive treatment services re-
quired for, juveniles who are involved in cocaine.

Senator HAWKINS. Can ybu tell me why Dade County did it by
'districts when they put out the requests for proposals, for the cen-
ters?

1 read the requests for proposals last weelandoit said it was for
those districts, two, to five, that were below quity, and district 11,
which is Dade and Monroe, was completely eliminated.

Mr. NELSON. It is based upon a formula that looks at the total
4, amount of Stafe,dollars that are/looe for completion of the block

that is currently being ajloyatedUatewide, and there are some resi-
dential facilities here in Dade County. There are parts of the State
that have none, and the new services are targeted `fo'r those sec-
tions of the State which have no facilities.
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Senator HAWKINS. kreceived the request from Dade County to
see .what 1 could do-about getting them some money for a facility
here For juvenile drug rehabilitation and it seemed to me to be a
great concern. Dade County, it would seem, has the biggest prob-

. lem because it is the entrance point for so runny drugs. When we
did our investigation, though, we did riot find any centers here in
this vicinity that only handle juveniles without adults.

Mr.,NEM)N. They are very limited here. There is in the project-
ed 1985 budget a recommendation to develop an inpatient facility
in this area fojuvenile.s who are emotionally disturbed as well.

When we say "emotionally disturbed,". we are talking about elm-
.tionally disturbed juveniles.

Senator HAwKiNs. I met several kids yesterday in the detention
centers who are repeaters and are in there every few days. Is there
nothingthat you can do for them?

When you are talking about being emotionally disturbed, you
mean mental patients, young kids who have no place to go and who-
have no family to take them back. That seems to be getting to be a
really big problem in Florida, because a lot of these young people
have mental health problems due to the use of drugs and alcohol,
and if we o not have any other place to send them but to a deten-
tion center ; I. did ineet several who I do not believe can be helped,
period. The-danurge has been done and they are going to live a long
time as wards of the State arid there is no place else to send them.

. It is a revolving doo situation, and that is absolutely unacceptable
to this Senator. .

I do not know how you feel about it, but. I have never had any
.
ft .body recommend to me that we create a facility for the mentally

'..,;disturbed young people in Florida.
We have been talking about a drug rehabilitation center for juve-

. niles here in Dade' County, but nobody has evet brought up the
subject until my travels through these centers when we saw them,
and they would say, "II been here 28 days and he will get out
tomorrow and be back o Thursday for another 30 days." There is
just no place to .put these pwple and to me that is a-big void.

Mr. NmsoN. It is a void and,- ironically, the State of Florida has
a lot more residential juvenile treatment facilities for essentially
drug clients than they do for mental health juvenile clients or for
others. We do not have enough, but we do have a number of resi-
dential facilities fg, drug clients if their primary problem is drug
and alcohol abuse!

Senator I IAWKINS. Shirley, did that startle you?
Ms. Cor.F.rri. Yes, it really did. There presently. are several hun-

dred beds that are being contracted outside of the State of Florida
for the severely emotionally handicapped youngster. There.are only
about sixfacilities in the State that can care for a certain category
'of the severely emotionally impaired youngster.

The State of Floridaand I will have to research the figure
spends between $4 and $5 million a yeak outside of the State con-
tracting for beds and services for these youngsters. That obviously,
at least. I feel, needs to be spent in the State of Florida.

Senator IlAwHiNs. Dr. McBride, do you have a comment that you
would like to add td this record?-
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STATEMENT OF' DR. DI TANI': McBRIDE, DEPARTMENT OF
l'SYCIII Alla. SII00I, OF' MEDICINF,:, UNI'ERSITY101.' MIAMI ,

Dr. Mei litinE. Basically, I would just like to say that maybe I can
just underline some of those things and present. some additional
things that I think should perhaps be considered.

As has been indicated, the research that has been donesome-
thing was done about a year ago by the National Institute on Drug
Abusein looking at any States that had systems for both identify-
ing the drug-using youthful offender and screening tecl niques that
ran through arrest, processing, the judiciary and the what hap-
pened to the juvenile after being identified in terms o intervening
treatment and then evaluating' them. I have oncluded that there
really are no States that are doing that in systematic way, and
Florida is within that national trend, so I nk there is some Fed-
eral responsibility in terms of thpCnationa problem.

Clearly, since Plorida has been one of the leaderin establishing
a system, I would hope that' Florida will continue to take the lead
in establishing the kinds of systems that he been advocated by
everybody here.

Second, I think it is extremely important that this committee is
focusing on the juvenile offender. Most of the .knowledge and re-
search and treatment systems that exist prim /wily focus on the
adult, the adult criminal and the adult crime-drtig relationship.

The TASC Program at first would only focus on those over 18; it
was an adult program. It is a good program. The'proble with fo-
cusing on adults, as we heard from those kids, and as the research
consistently shows, delinquency and drugs generally beginoby 12. I
do not think any one of them began at 12. I think they were all
bet

Senator HAWKINS. Do you know that the, public absolutely does_........

not believe that.?
Dr. McBRinE. That is .rig[4.
Senator HAWKINS. If I give a speech.and say that I talked to four

kids today wino started using drugs between the ages of 8 and 10,
they would think I was absolutely crazy.

Dr._ Mcflituw. That is right, and it was extremely sad for me to
hear of the experiences that the children went through, but I am
hopeful in the sense that they are recognizing it.

What we should have had here was some of the kids that I re-
cently interviewed. There was a 14-year-old girl, bright, articulate
and beautiful, wit.h much that you would expect the future to hold
for her, with the tracks running up and down her arms.

Her-major thought in life was, after the 2 months that she would
he in that detention center, how in the world would she be able to
find her 30-year-old boyfriend again, who was her source of drugs.
She had no recognition of the future. She will probably be dead by
20 and she had no recognition of that.

These are the lucky kids, the ones who were here. You should
have heard from the kids who do not want any help, and who do
not recognize where they are at, and who are destroying their own
lives. and who have destroyed many other lives by turning to
crime. That is what we need to address, but it is so important that
w,' shift that focus to the kids who are initiating the behaviorat 10
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and 12, and who are starting delinquency and who are starting to
commit. crimes.

We know much about. what happens at age 30 witlT drugs and
crime, but we do not know that much about. how it initiates or how
we can intervene to stop it, the initiation. We are 10 years too late.

So I thinft it is extremely important that this committee, by as
focus and by the publicity that it is getting, must try to make us

-focus hop' in the research and in the training, as well as in the
competition for resources at the State and national level. That is
the important place to focus, because it will do little good 10 years
from now.

We need, br all means, the systematic approach which 1 alluded
to, in which State and Federal coordination takes a leading role in
starting upit is not a new systemthey must take a leading role
in coordinating the system- of identification and of providing the
judges with the opportunities of diverting the yids, working in the
community for zoning issues.

I have seen programs stopped because of zoning. The judas and
the courts were willing, and everybody else was willing, and' in
some of the research that I have done down at Mr. Nelson's office,
I have found that the juvenile justice system has been very cooper-
ative, if they can see a way,that it will work with a sySternatic, pro-
fessional approach. It is more coordination that needs to be done,
as opposed to creating programs.

This is not an area in which to .create programs. It is an area in
4vhich we have to use the resources that are available in trying to
get. the attention of the resource .people in terms of this being the
important issue to b focusing upon.

I Wink what has een said here has been very true, and I hope
this committee's f us can get the community, the State and the
legislators' attenti n on putting the resources where it begins and
Where it is not as entrenched, and where we can perhaps intervene
more successfully and stop the consequences' in the individual lives
anti the lives of those who affected if they do not get out of
this nexus and interrelation immediately involved with drugs.

Senator HAWKINS. We have a southeast .regional meeting about
every 6 weeks, arguing over who is going to get the big carriers.
But you can get in 5 seconds two Senators from every State, from
all parties, to that meeting to talk about the battleship, but the
emergency in my mind is to talk.about our children.

We are pouring money into education, but some of that money
that is being spent on education could be diverted to educating the
kids not to use drugs in the first, second and third grades. At 7
years of age, it should be so ingrained in their minds, that it is an
evil that will cause long-term bad effects.

To me, that is a starting point. Television can also help. Televi-
sion has to recognize its responsibility in helping us to deliver this
message, because they are on 24 hours a day, and these little tots
are glued to that set...

I just finished a book called,, Media: The Second God and, you
Imo* before television we had God and he was omnipotent and he'
was in charge, but he has-been replaced by television, which is in
your room-24 hours a day and running the world.
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I have been to Costa Rica and to all of the Latin American coun-
tries, and I meet often with their presidents and they are just as
concerned as we are.

The Costa Rican President told me that they just put in a dish
satellite so that they could receive television and they get 55 chan-
nels in that little country.

He said they think the country made a mistake in, putting that
dish in, that' it has been in for 6 months and they are already
seeing a slackening in the grades of the children in their schools
and more interest in the new toy,like we had back in the ltte for-
ties. They are wondering what kipd of an influence this is, and it
can be such a good educational tool.

We litid a hai ring on the media and its responsibility in the war
on drugs. The 16aders of that industf)' want to do something about
it, but I think they are going to have a e ressure from us and
from the parents and teachers everywhere. question what
can be done, Shirley Coletti will show you what par have done.

The parents in Colombia, the country of Colombia, di. st get all
outraged about illegal drugs until Justice Minister Lar. Boni 11
was murdered and then the mothers rioted in the streets, demand-
ing justice. Same thing in Pakistan.

You almost never see women in those countries and, if you do,
they are covered with veils. But the headlines in the papers said
that the mothers were rioting in Karachi and pleading with Presi-
dent Zia to control the heroin.

Now, for a woman in that part of the world to come out into the
street, let alone to demonstrate, shows you the power of the family
and of the old values and of the moral values, and I think that is
something we have not discussed in this particular hearing but
that has to be be taught, the traditional values have to be taught
because a lot of these children have never had a chance. Their pax-
ents are the ones who introduced them to drugs for the first time.,

You know, we cannot sit in Was ington and tell everybody what
to do. We try to, but we cannot o it. That was the whole idea
behind block grants originally, tha e do not know much in Wash-
ington, and the handling charge is high. The programs that the
money was voted for were not being funded. That was particularly
true in this State. You are going to see a lot of targeted money be-
cause the lack of money that was being spent on those particular
programs fo'r which it was intended.

The children are a high priority. They are the future, and they
are a vital resources. Yet, without the vote, the constituency and
the demand of the motherswhich turned around Colombia and
which turned around PakistanI know that it is very difficult to
see success down the road, but at least we are seeing some kind of
planning.

They asked me yesterday, are you winning the war on drugs, and
I said no, but we 'lire in the war on drugs and we never were
before. It is an international problem and America cannot do it
alone. We have got to have the cooperation of every other country,
which we do not have. Pere will be a Western Hemisphere' drug
symposium in January in Washington with heads of state-or their
representative from every country. We feel that is really a giant
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step. At this conference they are not going to talk about anything
other than drugs. That will he on January 30 and February I.

The purpose of the hearing today is to look into the juvenile de-
tention system in Florida and where the money is going and to see
whether we should have a better system. I will go back and give
the evidence to my colleagues and also to the Justice Department
and the HI-IS. We work together on this particular subject.

I commend all of you for being inteested and tiff being involved.
I. would ask for your continued information to me, as a Senator
who lobbies all the time for the kids, so that we can make'sure
that the right amount of money is going to the right. places.

I do not want to leave the impression that huhdles of money are
going to come here, but the money that you get I think should be
targeted because I want. to be sure that the highest priority is our
children.

[Introductory remarks of Mr. McBride and the prepared state-
ment of Mr. Nelson follow:]
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS
SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE

DUANE McDRIDE

1) Introduction

I very much appreciate the opportunity to participate

In this Subcommittee Hearing. Over the past decade I have
had the opportunity to engage in a variety of research In
the drug abuse field and to serve on grant review committees
for the Natlpnal Institute on Drug Abuse. Thale_eXperience

had led me to conclude that the focus of this Subcommittee
on the drug using juvenile offender is an important priority
in a national and community strategy to prevent and treat

drug abuse.
d

Host of the research that haw been done on the relation-
ship between crime and drugs has focused on adult drug users

and criminals. This research has yielded much valuable
information on the extent of drug use, causality.oind inter-

vention strategies. The research has resulted in major
efforts to intervene in the drug-crime cycle in adults.
However,'research also shows that the initiation of drug
abuse and crime generally occurs in adolescence. By the

time adulthood is reached, the individual's pattern of
drug using and criminal-behavior may be well eatnblished.

Theiefore, In order to gain an undeentanding of the

initiation of the relhtionship between drug using and
Illegal behavior, and therefore a better knowledge base

for prevention and intervention, it'is crucial to .focus

on juveniles. It is the drug using juvenile offender
that is At the crucial stage of initiating a pattern of

behavior and it is by focusing on drugruning juvenile
offenders that we can hope to gain anlunderstanding of

the complexity of variables involved in the initiation of

the relationship. Using this knowledge we are in a better
position to prevent and treat.

As a researcher I am very pleased to see this level,
of attention on'this issue and I hope that it will result

in our being able to address the questions that yet remain.

2) The Extedt o the Problem

While, as noted, most research has focused on adults,

there is evidence that there is a considerable overlap
between drug using aud delinquent behavior. This evidence

comes from major national studies, as well as studied
conducted in local communities around the countory,
including Florida.
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National and regional studies heve'gansrally shown a
high overlap between drug abusing and illegal bihavior.
Many of these studies have shown that the majority of
delinquents regularly abuse drugs.

3) TheDrug_libusing JuvenliePffpeder and the Justice System..

Because of the statistical overlap between drug using
Clad delinquent behavior, the juvenile justiqe system isone of the major.eocietal leogitetions

tbak.deals withdrug using juveniles. While there are some specific
programs in some areas that identify and serve the drug
using juvenile offender, a national survey conducted by
the National Institute on Drug .6buse did not appear to
find consistent procedures used to 'screen for juveniles

.

with substance abuse problems.

It has always been my experience in the studies that
I have done that juvenile justice administrati)rs are very.willing to get involved with drug abuse screening and
treatment programs as a part of the justice system, either
within a detention facility or in the coasunity. One of
the major programs used in detention facilities has beenthe TASC4'Program, In my observation this'has been a good
approach to treating the dreg using juvenile offender. Theprogram helps in the identification of the drug using
juvenile offender and provides for a therapeutic approach
that does have--&_possibility of impacting further delinquent
behavior.

believe that the juvenile justice system is willing
to and perhape even anxious to, provide services if there is
a professional, organized, funded approach. It can be
difficult to convince the community of the effectiveness
of treatment. It can be difficult to get support for a
diversion facility in the community and it is often difficult
to integrate an injail facility treatment program with the
overall juvenile justice system. These are all challenges
faced by treatment program directors and a hearing,_ such asthis provides the focus that can give treatment directors
the suppor that they need in their communities to provide
needed effective services to drug abusing juvenile offenders.

4) Possible Research Strategies

There is a considerable amount of research that is
ongoing in many of the areas that this committee is
addressing. Often considerable progress can be made if
there is an organizing framework to integrate the variety
of studies. Such a framework could querge as the result
of this committee' conclusion on the identification of
the issues and possible solution strategies;

u.
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Suggestions:

1)

2)

3)

37

Longitudinal studies on the init,liation of drug using
bAhavior and delinquency in high..448i: groups.

Studies on documenting ,1;yste identification and
treatvent processes.

Heeds assessments
characteristics o
provide a knowledge b
systems.

Identifying the troblems and
ug using.juvenile offenders to
see for designing intervention

4) Evaluation' of /dentifteation and treatment procedures.

"Thank you.
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TESTIMONY

PRESENTED TO THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES -

MIAMI, FLORIDA - DECEMBER 6, 1984

IN 1982-83 THERE WERE 13,599 FLORIDA JUVENILES ARRESTED FOR

DRUG/ALCOHOL OFFENSES, WHO WERE THESE YOUNGSTERS, WHAT WERE THEIR

PROFILES, WHAT HAPPENED TO THEM? WHAT ABOUT THE EVER-INCREASING

NUMBER OF YOUTH WHO CAME IN CONTACT. WITH THE POLICE AND WITH THE

"FRONT END" OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM, BUT WHO DID NOT HAVE

DELIIQUENT PETITIONS FILED ON THEIR BEHALF AND WERE THEREFORE NOV

*PROCESSED THROUGH THE SYS46? IF THE-DATA iVAILABLE REGARDING SUB-
,.

STANCE ABUSE,AMONG THE GENERAL POPULATION IS APPLICAB4, AS WELL AS

THE INFORMATION REGARDING DELINQUENT INVOLVEMENT WHICH GOES UNDETECTED

BY POLICE, ONE CAN SAFELY ASSUME THAT THESE YOUNGSTERS ARE A POTENTIAL

"AT RISK" TARGET GROAND THAT A lUBSTA.TIAL NUMBER USE DRUGS,

4
*

IT S BEEN1STIMATED THAT THROUGHOUT THIS NATION THERE NOW
f. it .

. 'EXIST spm T -MILLION HOMELESS, TRANSIENT JUVENILES, WITHOUT PARENTAL

OR ADULk PERVI ION, NOT EMPLOYED OR IN SCHOOL,,WHO ARE INVOLVED IN

DRUGS, ALCOU4,'P TUTION AND OTHER ILLICIT BEHAVIOR WHICH SUPPORT

THE XISTENCE, FLORIDA HAS ITS SHARE AS WELL AS THAT'OF OTHER STATES

OF THg$E MOSTLY UNATTENDED TRAGEDIE6 \

.....,. di . 4

)
-...:: 1,,

..4 '"

#A,.... BUT THERE IS HOPE, BASED ON A NUMBER OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES WHICH
t k

Aqt PRESENTLY OCCUAMING IN OUR STATE AOUND THIS GRAVE ISSUE, THE
.

il',
ATTENTION GIVEN THIS PROBLEM BY GOVERNOR GROAM'S RECENTLY FORMED

\,..
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4
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COMMISSION ON DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE, THE EXPANDED BUDGET RECOM-

MENDATIONS DEVELOPED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND REHABOLITATIVE

SERVICES TO DEAL WITH THIS CLIENT POPULATION, AND FLORIDA'S DIRECT

INVOLVEMENT WITH THE DRUG/ALCOHOL JUVENILE JUSTICE INITIATIVES' WAItH

ARE JOINTLY SPONSORED BY ADAMHA AND THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (0JJDP).

THE ISSUE OF ADOLESCENT 'DRUG ABUSE WILL BE ONE OF THE MAJOR

TOPICS ADDRESSED IN THE GOVERNOR'S COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG

ABUSE REPORT TO BE RELEASEDTARLY IN 1985.

/
THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, THE SINGLE

STATE AGENCY RESPONSIBLE FOR DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT, PREVENTION
_

AND INTERVENTION, WILL SUBMIT A 1985-87 FUNDING REQUEST TO THE

FLORID& LEGISLATURE TO COMPLETE THE EXPANSION OF ITS STATEWIdE "TREAT-

MENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME" (TASC) STEM, THERE CURRENTLY

ARE 18 SUCH PROGRAMS EMPLOYING APPROXIMATELY 90 STAFF WHOSE MISSION

IT IS TO REDUCE ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG RELATED CRIME AND CRIMINAL

RECIDIVISM AMONG SUBSTANCE ABUSING OFFENDERS BY PROVIDING SCREENING

MECHANSIMS FOR REFERRAL OF APPROPRIATE OFFENDERS TO COMMUNITY RASED.

TREATMENT PROGRAMS, ,rff-THE TOTAL 115,750 DRUG RELATED ARRESTS MADE

IN FLORIDA EACH YEAR, THE JUVENILE RATE IS ABOUT 11.7% OF THE TOTAL,

EVEN THOUGH THE TASC MODEL WAS ORIGINALLY DESIGNED SOME 13 YEARS AGO

FOR A NARROWLY DEFINED TARGET GROUP ADULT OPIATE ADDICTS CHARGED

WITH CRIMINAL OFFENSES IT HAS EXPANDED T9 INCLUDE AN INCREASINGLY

BROADER RANGE OF CLIENTS WITH PRE TRIAL, DIVERSION, INTERVENTION,

POST-TRIAL ALTERNATIVES AND POST-INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES,

IN 1975 TASC PROJECTS WERE PERMITTED TO INCLUDE JUVENILE

Ok ENDERs AND ALCOHOL ABUSERS, PRESENTLY SOME TASC PROGRAMS HAVE-AS

MANY AS 257 JUVENILF, REFERRALS AND ARE CONSTANTLY PRESSURED TO HANDLE
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MORE. THE PRESENT TASC MODEL IS NOT IDEALLY SUITED TO HANDLE THE

JUVENILE OFFENDERS AND SOME ADDITIONAL MODIFICATIONS MUST BE MADE TO

HAVE IT EFFECTIVELY ACCOMMODATE THIS YOUTHFUL POPULATION. LITTLE

INFORMATION HAS BEEN AVAILABLE NATIONwIDE ON JUVENILE TASC PROGRAMMING.

THE NATIONAL-ASSOCIATION OF STATE DRUG AND ALCOHOL DIRECTORS RECENTLY

RECOMMENDED SUCH A MODEL TO THE N;JICN. JUVENILE CLIENTS ARE TYPICALLY

REFERRED TO TASC FROM THE JU \(ENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM, BUT ARE ALSO

REFERRED BY OTHER MEANS, INCLUDING CHILD CARE AGENCIES, SCHOOL SYSTEMS,

TREATMENT, COMMUNITY, OR FAMILY MEMBERS. A TYPICAL JUVENILE CLIENT IS

A WHITE MALE, AGE 16, UNEMPLOYED, UNSKILLED, LIVING OUT OF PARENTAL

HOME, WITH A HISTORY OF 3 OR MORE PREVIOUS ARRESTS AND NO PREVIOUS

TREATMENT ATTEMPTS. THE MOST COMMON DRUG ABUSE PATTERN INCLUDES

POLYDRUGS, TYPICALLY MARIJUANA, INHALENTS AND ALCOHOL, SOME PCP, AND

VERY RECENTLY, ...COCAINE. THE MOST COKMON CRIMINAL ACTIVITY IS BURGLARY

AND THEFT.

THE CURRENT JUVENILE CLIENT BANK IS VERY DIVERSE. TASC INTER-

SECTS WITH THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM IN A VARIETY OF WAYS: AS AN

EVALUATOR, A PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATCR, A SENTENCE ALTERNATIVES PRO-

GRAM, A PROBATION EXTENDER. THE GREATEST PROBLEM IN JUVENILE TASC IS

CLIENT IDENTIFICATION, AS THE HARD DRUG USERS ARE NOT AS EVIDENT

I'd T9E ADULT OFFENDER POPULATIONt

4
TFERE IS A LOT WE DO:,'T KN3W RE2:.R2:NG THE ETIOLOGY, THE PRECURSORS,

THE bEMOGRAPHIGS AND OTHER ISSUES REGAP.DINGTHIS JUVENILE CLIENT

POPULATION. IT ISPEXTREMELY IMPORTANT THAT PERSONS CHARGED WITH

SCREENING AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THESE YOUNGSTERS BE EXPERTLY TRAINED.

FALSE DETERMINATIONS OF DEGREES OF ADDICTIONS MIGHT INFRINGE ON SOME

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS, RESULTING A LAEEL11116 PHENOMENA ANDLONG RANI

4 S410US EFFECTS OF SUBSEQUENT ST:2M OR PENALTY.

, JUVENILE TREATMENT FACILITIES ARE SCARCE. THE TOTAL CENSUS

OF FLORIDA'S VAST DRUG TREATMENT SYSTEM IS CURRENTLY OPERATING AT

110% CAPACITY. JUVENILES ADMITTED TO TREATMENT IN 1982-84 NUMBERED

7,524. NEARLY HALF DID NOT COMPLETE TREATMENT FOR A VARIETY OF

REASONS, SOME RECOVER, SOME ARE RECYCLED, AND SOME DISAPPEAR TO THE
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STREETS, AND SOME END UP IN PRISON. ATTEMPTED LONG -TERM FOLLOW-UP

IS NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE FOR A VARIETY OF REASONS NOT EXAMINED HERE.

FLORIDA HRS BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS FURTHER INCLUDEqHE DEVELOP-

MENT OF l ADDITIONAL ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTERS FOR TiAlyeE GEO-
4).4.

GRAPHIC AREAS OF THE STATE NOW LACKING IN THESE FACILITIES. THE

STATE'S COST PER CENTER 1$ $273,000 RESIDENTIAL CLIENTS PER AT

AN AVERAGE COST OF SOO PER).

IN ADDITION, THERE IS PROPOSED A SPECIAL REGIONAL RESIDENTIAL

TREATMENT CENTER TO TROT THE EMOTIONALLY ILL SUBSTANCE ABUSING ADOL-

ESCENT AT A COST OF $400000 IN STATE DOLLARS'. THE UNIQUE NEEDS OF

THIS POPULATION REQUIRES MUCH -MORE SUPERVISION THAN NORMAL TREATMENT

CENTERS AND MUST BE A SECURE FACILITY,

THERE IS A MILLION-DOLLAR BUDGET ITEM TO ROUND OUT FLORIDA'S..

SCHOOL-BASED/COMMUNITY-BASED/PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROGRAMS, FLORIDA

HAS STRONGLY EMPHASIZED AND SUPPORTED COMMUNITY -BASED PREVENTION/

INTERVENTION PROGRAMS OVER THE PST FIVE YEARS, 3>MCILLAL2LY NOT
-___---

WORTHY FOR THIS HEARING ARE THE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 3 MINORITY YOU

PROJECTS PROVIDNG INTERVENTION/TREATMENT SERVICES TO BLACK YOUTH

12-19 YEARS OF AGE WHO ARE ALSO SUBSTANCE ABUSERS. THESE WILL EMPHA-

SIZE'AND FACkITATE COOPERATIVE RELATIONSHIPS AMONG A VARIETY OF

AGENCIES, BUSINESSES, CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS AND PROGRAMS INTERFACED WITH

THE .CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM.

THERE ARE ALSO4WO JUVENILE JUSTICE PILOTS DESIGNED TO BE A

CASE MANAGEMENT PROJECT FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSING YOUTH. THE FOCUS WILL

,BE TO BRING THE JUVENILE, FAMILY, COURT, TREATMENT CENTER, AND SCHOOL

SYSTEM TOGETHER TO INTEGRATE THE TOTAL NEUSS AND SERVICES 0011HE,

JUVENILE,

THE FEDERAL JUVENILE JUSTICE/ADAMHA INITIATIVES WILL IMPACT

FLORIDA IN A BIG WAY IN 1985, AS THREE TEST 'SITES MORE THAN ANY

OTHER STATE HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED. PRELIMINARY WORK IS TO BEGIN
4

SHORTLY IN JACKSONVILLE, MIAMI AND ST. PETERSBURG/CLEARWATER. THE

PURPOSE WILL BE TO THOROUGHLY ANALYZE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESENT

45
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RESOURCES AND SYSTEMS DEALING WIT. THE ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSING YOUTH,

TO DETERMINE GAPS AND WEAKNESS,IN THE ZYSTEM WHICH ALLOWS MANY OF.

THESE YOUNGSTERS TO "FALL BETWEEN THE CRACKS." THE COURT SYSTEMS,

TREATMENT AGENCIES, AND THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM WILL ALL BE A FOCUS OF

THE EFFORT. APPROPRIATE SCREENING, AVAILABILITY OF THE RIGHT REHAB-

ILITATIVE SERVICES AND FOLLOW-UP WILL EXAMINED. THE LINKING OF

PRESENT SYSTEMS AND RESOURCES IS A TIMELY AND PRUDCENT APPROACH TO

THIS PROBLEM, WILL REQUIRE THE. KIND' OF'COOPERAIION AND WORKING'TO-

GETHER THAT HAS BEEN OFTENTIMES LACKING. t'

THIS IS THE FIRST MAJOR JOINT EFFORT TO BE CO-SPONSORED BY

ALL THREE INSTITUTES AND OJJDP. IT REFLECTS THE QUALITY LEADERSHIP

AND NATIONAL PROGRAM SENSITIVITY TO AN ISSUE THAT CAN NO LONGER BE

IGNORED. WHAT MAKES THIS FEDERAL AGENCY INITIATIVE EVEN MORE TELLING

IS THE FACT THAT IT HAS BEEN LAUNCHED WITHOUT A DIRECTIVE FROM THE

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET (OM AND-WITHOUT CONGRESSIONAL

MANDATE.

THIS HEARING TODAY IS A TRUE EXPRESSIO:: OF CONGRESSIONAL CON-

CERN, AND IT IS HOPED THAT FUTURE HEARINGS WILL LELVE INTO SOME OF.

THE MANY COMPLEX ISSUES AND PROBLEMS THAT MUST BE FACED BEFORE WE

CAN ADEQUATELY MEET THE TOTAL NEEDS OF ALCOHOL AkD DRUG ABUSING

YOUTH.

I AM EXCITED TO BE A PART OF THIS EFFORT.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED,

FRANK D. NELSON, SUPERVISOR

DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM, PDADMAD

HRS TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301

(904) 488-0900 12/05/84

IN
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Senator- HAwKINs. We thank you for participating today, and we
are looking forward to another hearing in the near future, and there
may, be questions that some of the other Senators want to ask you, so
do not be alakmed1f you get a quest?on from some other Senator or
from me or my staff.

You are all professionals and you know the numbers and yim
, (*now that they are out there and needa lot of help. I am entrust-

ing it to your hands.
This will conclude this hearing. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee adjourned.]
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